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A BARRIER BETWEEN US
By Kristen Delaney
A celebration of the end
of the school
year, the coming of beautiful weather,
and the union
with friends
on the beach.
Clam Jam:
a Fairfield University tradition
taking place in the last
weekends of the spring semester.
Not if the year-round beach
residents have anything to say
about it.
The trial against the Lantern
Point Association has dragged on
for about a week now, with FUSA
president Kevin Hayes and Student
Court Chief Justice and RTM member
Tim Healy taking the stand for as many
as six hours at a time.

The temporary injunction has been
focusing on the gathering of students in
the common areas of Lantern Point, primarily centering on Clam Jam. At this
stage in the suit, the questions revolve
around how the event is run, and what
improvements have occurred to increase
the safety of the event.
Healy said that some of the changes
for Clam Jam made regarded sanitation
and overall safety: the amount of porta-potties doubled from two to four. Additionally, the number of buses taking
students back from the beach to the university has also doubled.
Karaoke has also been eliminated
for this year, which was a primary resident complaint. Usually taking place
between Light House point, a year-round
resident area, and Lantern point, occupied by students, this elimination has occurred in order "to be more cognizant of
[year-round] residents," Healy said.
In an extra step to solidify the safety
of the event, additional police will be em-

ployed to patrol the area to prevent
crimes, which do include underage
drinking, said Healy. "I don't buy the
alcohol, nor does Kevin Hayes," Healy
said. As of now, there are no plans for
alcohol, as FUSA and the FBRA also do
not have a hand in the purchase of alcohol for the event. Therefore, it is a product of individual student residents.
Healy said that the student organization wants "to oversee the safety of the
day not just for students, but the residents in the neighborhood as well... and
make it a safe day for students and residents alike."
However, some factors have made
the credibility of Fairfield students at the
beach less convincing. Recently, members of a beach house went around selling wristbands to underclassmen for a
30-keg party at the Point this past weekend. The student residents of Lantern
Point, who tried toclear the underclassmen off the area, did not invite these students, said Healy.

"One
of-the residents said
T don't
care about
your
court
case',"
Healy
said.
"Their
actions
are
purely for
their own interest to make
money for themselves...
Through their actions, they
may jeopardize the long
standing tradition of Clam
Jam." Although, the police
called in to break up the party
reportedly did not feel that the noise
was unreasonable, he said.
See "LAWSUIT" on p. 5

The merits of paying for quality
By Ethan Fry
SPORTS EDITOR
It is the worst deterioration of faculty-administration relations at Fairfield
since the faculty picketed Bellarmine
Hall about ten years ago in a contract
dispute.
And depending on the actions of the
faculty and university Board of Trustees, the current conflict could lead to a
harmful impasse before students return
for the Fall 2001 semester.
The dispute is centered on the issue
of merit pay, endorsed by the Fairfield
administration and Board of Trustees,
but fiercely opposed by the faculty.
Merit pay is a form of compensation that-in theory-rewards the best and
brightest faculty members for various
forms of achievement, such as publication in scholarly journals or speaking at
academic conferences. But how to decide who gets rewarded-and who does
not-has prompted faculty members to
discuss various issues with respect to
merit pay.
"Merit pay is not really about merit.
Merit is about control over the faculty."
Said Dr. Kevin Cassidy, a professor of
politics. "The administration does not
want us to have power. They want to
reduce every faculty member to an individual, instead of having the faculty salary committee. They want to use it as
leverage."
Dr. George Lang, a professor of

mathematics and executive secretary of
the faculty's academic council, said that
merit pay "shifts the focus of the work
environment from internal rewards, like
teaching and research, to one in which
you focus on whatever boxes you have
to check off."
Dr. Michael Tucker, a business professor and President of the Faculty Welfare Committee, the Fairfield chapter of
the American Association of University
Professors, was critical of evaluative
process in a merit system, saying, "What
does merit reward? Only things that can
be observed."
The president of Fairfield University, Father Aloysius P. Kelley, refused
to comment on the issue after being con-,
tacted by the Mirror. "I think it is preferable at this time that you restrict administrative comments to those of the
Academic Vice President Grossman. He
is the one who is engaging the faculty
on the issue and preparing for the continuation of the discussions," Kelley
said.
The dispute began last September
when Academic Vice President Dr. Orin
Grossman sent a memo to the general
faculty calling for a discussion of merit
pay. In his memo, he also proposed
changes to the current system in which
the administration and faculty formulate
salary changes.
Every year, the Faculty Salary Com
See "MONEY MATTERS" on p. 4
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St. Luke's
Harvard faculty also
Chamber Ensemble in money dispute
to perform at the
Quick Center
PRESS RELEASE

FAIRFIELD, CONN. - St.Luke's
Chamber Ensemble,a division of the Orchestra of St. Luke's, will perform an allCzech program at Fairfield University's
Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts on
Friday, May 4, at 8 p.m. The guest artist
is soprano, Greta Feeney.
On the program are: Zelenka's "Sonata for Two Oboes and Continuo in F
major;" Janacek's "Suite for Strings;"
Myslivecek's "Palesar vorrei colpianto"
from II Bellerofonte, and "Cedere e
forza, o cara? Luci belle, se piangete"
from Medonte; followed by the finale,
Zelenka's "Suite for Two Oboes, Bassoon and Strings in F major."
Greta Feeney, a native of Nantucket,
Massachusetts, recently appeared as
Diana in Gluck's "Iphigenie en Tauride"
at the Spoleto Festival, USA. She made
her international debut in 1998 with the
Singapore Symphony Orchestra and was
invited to return in 1999 to perform
Haydn's "Creation."
A winner of the Licia-Albanese
Puccini Foundation Study Grants and the
George London Award for Singers, she
was twice featured in the Alice Tully Hall

Gala concerts. Her operatic roles include
Tytania in "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," Baucis in "Philemon und
Baucis" Franzi in "Wienerblut," and
Mascha in "The Chocolate Soldier."
St. Luke's Chamber Ensemble was
formed in 1974 when a group of 20 musicians offered a season of concerts at
the Church of St. Luke in the Fields in
Greenwich Village. Their early programs, which included chamber works,
music for chamber orchestra, chamber
operas and premiere performances of
works by leading American composers,
reflected the versatility and cohesiveness
which have become St. Luke's hallmarks.
The Chamber Ensemble consists of
virtuoso artists who perform both nationally and abroad as well as an annual subscription series at Weill Recital Hall at
Carnegie Hall and the Brooklyn Museum
of Arts. Playing in a variety of configurations, their repertoire ranges from Baroque suites to contemporary works of
large mixed ensembles.
Tickets to the concert are $30 with
discounts available for seniors, students
and groups. Elizabeth Ostrow, the
orchestra's director of planning, will give
a pre-concert Art to Heart talk from 7 to
7:40 p.m. For more information call
(203) 254-4010 or toll free at 1-877ARTS-396.

(TMS Campus) A Harvard University student group got A-list support this
weekend while protesting for a wage increase for university employees.
U.S. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (DMass.), former Secretary of Labor Robert Reich and AFL-CIO President John
Sweeney all gave their support to the
members of the Progressive Student Labor Movement as they occupied Massachusetts Hall.Kennedy and Reich both
stopped by the hall while Sweeny gave
his support via a phone call to the building.
"I believe we're going to be successful," Kennedy told the protesters as he
donned a protest pin on his jacket, the
Harvard Crimson reported. When asked
by one protester who stuck his head out
a second floor window, Kennedy said he
would personally call university president Neil L. Rudenstine and encourage
him to support the wage increase.
In addition to encouragement from
notable officials, the protesters also got

support from several Harvard
housemasters and clergy from various
denominations, some of who blessed the
protesters, gave communion and held
small ceremonies.
Protesters have occupied the building since Wednesday, April 18, and the
university agreed to allow the protesters
as long as they do not obstruct access,
harm property and treat the staff and
other visitors with respect.
The PLSM is demanding that all
employees at Harvard whether employed
directly by the university, by an outside
vendor or by a union be paid a "living
wage" of at least $10.25 per hour.
According to figures released by the
university news office, about 400 of
more than 13,000 university employees
are paid less than $10 per hour. All employees that make less than $10 are parttime or temporary employees, employees represented by unions through collective bargaining, or both.

CORRECTION
In a story on meningitis in last week's edition of The Mirror, an error was
made in the number of cases reported at Northeastern University. Only
one confirmed case has been reported at that school.
The Mirror regrets the error.

Don't cry...but next week is the last
issue of The Mirror!
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New FUSA heads ready for next year
By Sean Hayes
MANAGING EDITOR
Joe Piagentini, who will be sworn
in today, believes that the key to keeping Clam Jam alive for future classes is
not settling the issue in court, but rather
maintaining the FUSA regulations (wrist
bands, increased police presence, entrance only at certain gates) that began
four years ago.
"For the last four years, Clam
Jam has been organized by FUSA. In
doing
so, the
0 u t come of
Clam
Jam has
been
properly
regulated
and
controlled.
1 feel
that
FUSA should continue to play a role in
this event to maintain the tradition of it,"
Piagentini said.
Piagentini, who won the FUSA
Election April 10th defeating Michael
O'Donovan by 25 votes, follows in his

44 ==

older brother Mike's footsteps (FUSA
president from 1998-1999), yet finds his
tenure as president beginning with many
new initiatives taking place on campus.
"Our school is building new
resources such as the campus center and
arena. I plan to use these new facilities
to their fullest potential," Piagentini said.
Quieting away rumors about
post-election bad blood, Piagentini is
quite happy to work with Amanda Betz,
former presidential candidate, and the
Student Beach Resident Association.
Betz was forced to withdraw from the
race due
^—
to
her
GPA, yet
was
elected
president
of
the
SBRA.
" I
am very
happy
that
Amanda
Betz is
the new
president of SBRA," the president-elect
stated. "She is very qualified for this
position. She lives at the beach and
knows the issues."
Piagentini continued: "We are
priveledged to have her as the president

Our school is building new
resources such as the campus center and arena. I plan
to use these new facilities to
their fullest potential.
—Joe Piagentini

of SBRA."
Meanwhile, in the Senate, newly elected
Vice-President
Adam Sheehy has
made Senate attendance his top
priority.
"My
main concern and
priority is to get
the Senators to
want to be at
those meetings. I
will have all of them getting much more
involved not just in Senate, but also with
the rest of the university. We've been
allocated twice as much money and I
plan on using it as effectively as possible," Sheehy stated.
On Clam Jam, Sheehy said, "I
hope that the First Selectman (in the future) will help to act as a mediator between the students and beach residents
with the recently formed student beach
task force."
Although, Sheehy is a bit cautious about this year's Clam Jam. "I just
hope that all goes smoothly...why do I
have a feeling that it won't happen?"
Yet Sheehy is not as quick to dismiss the problems Amanda Betz went
through in this past election: Grade inquiries, student court hearings, and her

eventual dismissal.
"Amanda
and I have been
working together
for three years on
Senate
and
there's a lot of
positive things
she has accomplished. I think
that she has
worked very hard
and was perhaps
not rewarded for
her significant contributions."
So what happened? "I just
think that everyone was given a good
taste of politics, which wasn't all that
pretty," Sheehy said.
Meanwhile Vice President of
Programming Bridget Hennessey plans
to use the increased funding for events
to draw more Fairfield students.
"We will have better programming next year because we have already
allocated more money to draw bigger
acts that will attract more students. Joe
decided that more money was key to
drawing the best programs," Hennessey
said.
"Programming at Fairfield is
going to change. We will get more students out."

Housing Horrors
Students find next year's options don't make the grade
By Susan Keane
STAFF WRITER
As tensions rise at the beach
and a greater number of students are accepted at Fairfield, more and more students are living on campus. This has led
to increased problems and dissatisfaction
with on-campus housing options
Members of the class of 2002
who did not get a townhouse or apartment will be living in Kostka and Claver
as well as the Quad.
Many current freshmen are unhappy with their living arrangements for
next year. Many girls did not get a dorm
on the Quad and will be living in the predominately female dorm, Claver.
"I believe that there are 12 male
rooms in Claver. It is not all female, but
it is a high percentage female. At one
point during the Class of 2004 female
lottery it looked as if Claver would go
all female, but at that point we stopped
the lottery and reconfigured things so
that it would not go all female," said
Gary Stephenson, director of housing
operations
Freshman Mike Farah is one of
very few males that will be living in
Claver and looks optimistically at the
living situation even though it will be
much different from the quad where he
now lives with girls and guys almost
evenly mixed: "I think it will be great,

like living in a
brothel."
Another
problem that occurred with the
Class of 2004's female lottery was
the rapid filling of
substance free
dorms.
Regular
rooms on the quad
ran out less than
half way through
the lottery, and
many
female
freshman opted to
live on substance
free floors.
"It appears that substance free was attractive to a number of women this year because it would
have allowed them to live on the quad.
Meanwhile a number of women who
wanted substance free and did not have
great lottery numbers did not get substance free housing. Now we have
people living on substance free who will
not embrace the rules of that living situation. We have to further look into what
we are going to do about that,"
Stephenson went to say.
Another surprise was the announcement that Campion will not be

undergoing complete renovation like all
the other dorms on the quad due to lack
of funds.
"There has recently been a review and some money is available to
redo some parts of Campion. It will not
be a renovation like Jogues or Loyola,
but we are walking through the building
with some staff from Residence Life and
going over furniture options and lounges
options for next year with the money we
have," said Stephenson.
For people who are unhappy

with their housing for next year, there
will be a chance that they can change
their building assignments, under the
assumption that some juniors will be find
other housing options. This might open
up some rooms on the quad and in
Kostka and Claver.
"I'm very disappointed with
housing right now. My roommate and I
feel shafted by the university because we
got our last choice of housing two years
in a row. From Dolan to Claver is a pathetic leap," said Liz Grote '04.
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Money matters spark faculty discussion
Continued from p. 1
mittee meets with a special administrative team to discuss and create
guidelines for faculty salaries in the
coming year. Typically, a uniform costof-living increase would be given to all
faculty so they would be paid at the 95th
percentile of all professors at comparable schools.
Dr. Grossman, in his September
memo, stated that this system is "unhelpful, unnecessary, and harmful to good
faculty/administration relations" because of conflicts between the faculty
and administration in the past. He proposed a system in which the FSC would
make a recommendation to the
administration's budget committee
rather than negotiate with administration
representatives.
Dr. Grossman said he was disappointed with the faculty response to his
initial memo.
"There are certainly some terrible
merit plans, but I've said that I want the
faculty to work with us; I don't want to
impose it." He said in an interview. "It's
possible to sculpt a good merit plan that
moves the institution forward. There
shouldn't be an 'us against them' mentality between the faculty and the Board
of Trustees."
At a February 23 meeting, the faculty in attendance voted 93-2 in opposition to a merit pay system. They also
asked that the Board of Trustees "provide faculty with goals that any change

in compensation being considered are
intended to meet" and also asked that the
Board delay a vote on merit pay until the
faculty could present their views on the
issue.
According to Tucker, "The Board of
Trustees have not addressed the goals
they want to achieve (with a merit pay
system)."
Lang added, "I think the biggest
problem is that merit was set out as a goal
instead of a means to achieve a goal."
On March 1, Grossman sent another
memo to the faculty in which he stressed
the importance of their involvement in
the development of a merit pay system,
stating, "The key to an effective merit
system is that it results from strong faculty involvement, both in its creation and
its implementation."
On March 22, a group of faculty
members met members of the Board of
Trustees to present their views. Lang,
who was among the members of the faculty at the meeting, described the Board
members' reaction as "mixed," adding,
"Some (Board of Trustees) members
have an almost religious belief in merit
pay. I don't think we convinced anyone,
but I think we raised some questions."
The next day, the general faculty met
and voted to form an ad hoc faculty committee on public relations and faculty
action. They also voted overwhelmingly
to refuse "to participate in a merit pay
system or in the reporting of requirements for that system."
The Board of Trustees will meet af-

PUNT A
LITTLE IVY ON
YOUR RESUME

ter the end of the spring semester, at
which time they are expected to vote to
impose merit pay on the faculty. If this
occurs, it is unclear what actions those
on either side of the issue will take. Possible faculty actibns included in a list
proposed during an informal March 23
faculty meeting include faculty marches
on Bellarmine Hall, picketing, and refusing to contribute to Open House and orientation.
In addition, all of the department
chairpersons in the College of Arts and
Sciences threatened to resign rather than
help to implement a merit system.
Full professors at Fairfield earn on

average $83,200 a year, associate professors $66,400, and assistant professors
$55,700, according to data from the
American Association of University Professors.
The probability of a stalemate during the summer seems to increase day
by day. As Dr. Kathryn Nantz, secretary
of the general faculty, said, "I don't believe faculty-administration relations are
irreparable, but I don't see a move towards compromise.
Nantz added, "The Board and faculty share common goals for the institution. The problem is that there was no
discussion of these common goals."

Classified

ADS

Loving young family in Weston. Full-time, live out nanny for our
wonderful three year old son. Flexible hours, some overnights. Salary
and transportation negotiable. Daily phone: (203) 226 - 9939.
Evening phone: (203) 226 - 9148
DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A FUN AND
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT?
LOOK NO FURTHER!
Leading Executive Search firm seeks a detail oriented, computer proficient individual to assist in the areas of internet research, database
management, special projects, as well to aid in supporting the company's
most strategic agendas. If you have strong interpersonal and administrative skills, an energetic disposition and a self-driven attitude, we would
like to speak with you. Please fax resume to (203) 961 - 7001, or
email U@rmginc.net
HELP WANTED: Marketing & promotional agency seeks wellspoken, responsible individuals for. promotions in Connecticut's hottest
bars & night clubs! Must have your own transportation. Excellent
Pay!! 1-888-4-Promotions / 1-888-477-6668
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America $300 round trip plus tax.
Europe $179 one way plus tax. Other world wide destinations
cheap. Book tickets online www.airtech.com or (212) 219-7000.

YALE SUMMER PROGRAMS 2001
Over 100 full courses from English Lit
to Economics.
Two five-week sessions.
info: uiuiui.vaie.eim/summer
203 432-2430

.

SUMMER BABYSITTER! Fairfield family looking for full-time (Monday-Friday 8 am -5:30 pm), responsible fun sitter for 2 boys, aged 5 and
10. Begin June 20. Must have own car, references, non-smoker, salary
negotiable. Please call 203-371-8951 after 6 pm or weekends, 203-7505453 weekdays.
LIFEGUARD/HEAD LIFEGUARD
Summer positions. Minimum qualification Red Cross Senior Life
Saving Certificate. One season experience as working lifeguard. Housing in Greenwich, CT, if necessary. Call 203-531-7480 for interview.
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Passing the torch
The new kids on the block will rock!

1 1

By Paul Pennelli
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF EMERITUS
Amidst the chaos of an ending
semester, the 27th Editorial Board of The
Mirror has begun publishing Fairfield
University's independent student newspaper.
The 26th Editorial Board, which
published its final issue last week, has
transfered total control of the publication over to the newspaper's new leadership.
"I feel that it is an honor and a
priveledge to follow the 26th Editorial Board into publication of The Mirror," said Editor in Chief Frank
Washkuch '02. "In the past year, the
last board has made unprecedented
strides in all aspects of The Mirror's
publication."
Washkuch will be joined at the
top of the masthead by Managing Editor Sean Hayes '03 and Associate Managing Editor Maria DeRuccio '02. They
will be joined by News Editor Alii
Moonan '02, Campus Life Editor Steph
Sierzputowski '03, A&E Editor Kate

at

1
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embers of the new e< M|d boadBBp it up.
••
Mullaney '02, Sports Editor Ethan Fry
'04 and Copy Editor Heather Spaide '02.
Amy Womack '03 will return for another year as commentary editor, as will
Business Manager Danielle Savino '02
and Advertising Manager George Papanicolaou '03.
"The quality level of The Mirror
has risen dramatically in my four years
here," said Managing Editor Emeritus

May Day is here!
Here's all you need to know
for this year's May Day:
Contributed by
Jocelyn Bowman

Freshmen and Sophomores are invited to
participate in the quad's "Beach Party."
-Swim in one of two large swimming pools! Or both...
-Plenty of food and refreshments will be available.
-Try your hardest to climb the infamous "Rock Wall."
-Numerous other activities will be available.
-Go to the quad for a day of frisbee, soda, and fun in the sun!
-No alcoholic beverages will be served.
Juniors and Seniors from the beach, townhouses and
apartments can partake in this year's "High on the Hog."
-The 8,9 and 10 blocks will be quarentined for this year's block
party.
-Feast on two roast pigs!
-Hamburgers!
-Hotdogs!
-Beer!
-Fun, sun and drinks from 12-5!
-Activities will stop at 5; townhouses may retap at 8.

VISIT CHINA!
* Free Airfare
* Around July 5th-August 24th

* Free Room and Board
* Fee Starting at $400

www.uschinaedu.org
E-mail: Andrea Buccino or Ryan Vicino at
gatewaytochina@hotmail.com
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Photo: Brian Hnben

Matthew Payne '01. "I am confident in
the new board and feel their talent will
bring the paper to an even higher level."
In hopes of doing just that, The
Mirror has also added new positions for
the coming year. Jim Britton '02, The
Mirror's new layout editor, will be joined
by Graphic Arts Editor Josh O'Connell
'04. In addition, Media Relations Manager Kristen Delaney '02 and Circula-

tion Manager Mike Pignataro '03 will
join the Editorial Board for the first time
this year.
"I feel that we have a wealth of
talent on the new staff, as well as numerous individuals with a tremendous
work ethic," Washkuch said. "I am very
confident in the staff's abilities and that
we will be able to carry on the tradition
laid out for us from last year's board."

Lawsuit ruling soon
Continued from p. 1
However, while the police seem to
think that noise is under control, the residents feel differently about the gatherings at the beach. "I can't take another
Clam Jam," said Fairfield Beach Road
resident Paige Herman in a recent Connecticut Post article. "I just can't do it.
It's killing me," she said breaking into
tears on the witness stand in Bridgeport
Superior Court, according to the article.
Partially due to last semester's
Luau, where thousands of students
(many not from Fairfield University)
crowded the beach, the residents are concerned of future gatherings at the Point,
believing that they lead "to drunkenness,
trash, public urination and late-night
noise disrupting their sleep and quality
of life," according to the article.
However, due to a wristband system implemented after the 1996 Clam
Jam, the amount of people and disorderly
conduct has decreased greatly. These
wristbands were solely for entry into
Clam Jam, and the money raised from
their sale went to paying the police salaries.
Healy remains optimistic for the

future of Clam Jam. "I firmly believe
that once the judge [is able] to see that
Clam Jam is a controlled and regulated
event, and that all parties involved are
out for resident and student safety, he
will rule in favor," he said.
"They [the organizers of Clam Jam]
are taking a lot of steps to regulate the
conduct of the students who will be attending the Clam Jam and don't expect
it to be a problem this year," FUS A president Kevin Hayes he said in the Post article.
If passed, the injunction will only
prohibit activity in the common areas of
the Point, and therefore what students do
in their own houses is up to them, said
Healy. 'That's not what the case is about
... This hearing is purely about Lantern
Point and wouldn't affect what [other]
beach houses do."
If Clam Jam was to be called off as
a result of the suit, Healy warned students living on Lantern Point "to be cognizant of actions ... we could be held in
contempt of court if we do something
[on the Point]."
A resolution regarding the Clam
Jam issue is projected to be reached by
Thursday morning.

CJiml laqroth

Hair I Design & Spa
ssesra
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I Mention this ad and receive your
Introducing The Spa Services:
Facials, Massage ft Steam. Pedicures, Manicures, Specializing in Hair
Color, Dimensional roiling, Single process, Corrective Color.
Contemporary Hair cutting. Creative Perms ft Relaxing

2060 Post Road, Fairfield, CT. Exit 21 Off 195 Plenty of parking
Next to Side Tracks.
Tues.-Fri. 9:30, Eve.by app. Sat.8 5. 203 259 9452
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College of Arts and Science Awards announced
AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN MUSIC: Donald A.
Telesca
BERNARD J. KELLY AWARD
FOR EXCELLENCE IN FILM
AND TELEVISION: John P. Ur
MARY LOUISE LARABEE
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD IN STUDIO: Sarah E.
Boyle, Deborah Edwards and Kimberly E. Siebel
MARY LOUISE LARRABEE
AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT IN THEATRE
ARTS: Shelley H. Barish and Stacey
L. Pitcher
MARY LOUISE LARRABEE
AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT IN ART HISTORY: Margaret A. Crowley,
Courtney A. Darts and Christina C.
Martin
RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES AWARD: Cristen L.
Duncan
HARRY FISHMAN AWARD IN
SOCIOLOGY: Katie S. Jeffrey,
Christina C. Martin and Birgitta N.
Schmid
THE MARY IRENE GALLAGHER THEOLOGY MEDAL: Priya
Mohan
THE REVEREND THOMAS A.
MCGRATH, S.J. PSYCHOLOGY
AWARD: Stephanie M. Fernandez

Tairfield Fullbright Scholars 2001
Julia I. Tsisin

Russia

Sharon M. Rusconi

France

Angela N. Scardina

Austria

Suzanne M. Uzzilia

Korea

PASSARELLI-GUINTA
AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN POLITICS:
Michael A. Burruano and Whitney
J.Talcott
AWARD FOR ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE IN PHYSICS:
Donald A. Telesca
THE CARL J. LEVANTINO
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN
THE STUDY OF PHILOSOPHY:
Eric F. Donnelly
NEUROSCIENCE AWARD:
Aisha A. Seyal
REV. VICTOR F. LEEBER,
S.J., SCHOLARSHIP IN SPANISH:

Jacqueline M. Farinon and Michelle
M. Todeschini
ITALIAN CONSULATE
AWARD: Carolyn A. Hronis
CROTEAU FRENCH PRIZE:
Renee M; Jacques and Lisa M.
Thompson
GERMAN CONSULATE
AWARD: Matthew P. Smylie
AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT IN MATHEMATICS: Erik G. Stilp
THE JOSHUA E,
GREENBERG AWARD FOR
EXCELLENCE IN LEGAL STUDIES: Julia I. Tsisin

CONGREGATION B'NAI
ISRAEL ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD IN JUDAIC
STUDIES: Elena A. Carrington
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE: Marissa L. DeSiena
THE CLIO AWARD IN HISTORY: Julia I. Tsisin
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
AWARD FOR BEST SENIOR
MAJOR: Courtney A. Darts
ARTHUR R. RIEL, JR.
FREELANCE JOURNALISM
AWARD: Matthew C. Payne
FR. WILLIAM HOHMANN,
S.J. SCHOLARSHIP IN ECONOMICS: Daniel Besse, Chrystal L. Brown
and Lisa B. Iwaszkiewicz
WALL STREET JOURNAL
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD: Charles F. Burke
AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN
COMMUNICATION: Katherine M.
Walsh
CLASSICAL STUDIES
AWARD: Heather A. Green
AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY: David M.
Rissin
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE: Amy B. Filipowicz
ASIAN STUDIES AWARD:
Priya Mohan
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Get $100 back,
no matter where
you bought them

we'll buy them back"
beat.the
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If you're taking the LSAT, GMAT,
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Questioning the merits of Questia
By Josh O'Connell
GRAPHIC ARTS EDITOR
Your research paper, assigned three
weeks ago, is due in two days. You log
onto a website that provides the full
texts of the books you need. You can
highlight quotes, cut and paste them into
your word processor program, and finish the paper on time.
Some faculty members complain
that Questia, a new online website
which provides full-text versions of
books online for citing and bibliography purposes, undermines some important aspects of education. They also
question the $20 per month cost that
exists with the service.
"In English 12 I'm teaching... a
complex process," said Sally
O'Driscoll, a literature professor. "The
process is to be able to go to a library,
search for information, see there's an
enormous amount of information, to
zero in on more relevant information,
and to find the really good sources.
"Questia is taking you on a shortcut that stops you from learning that crucial tool with a limited database," she
added. "It's antithetical to the whole
purpose of a liberal arts college."
"We believe that Questia was built
to teach critical thinking to students by
having the books linked between each
other and hyperlinked so they can follow their train of thought," said Ann
Brimberry, a spokeswoman Questia. She
says that Questia works to achieve rights
for books and also the materials that the
books cite. If a student sees a citation,
they can click on a link and follow their
train of thought to the cited material easily. Students can read the cited material
more easily without making another trip
to the library.
In an unusual e-mail to faculty,
James Estrada, University Librarian,
warned about charging for this information.
"Ethically, we are very concerned
that this will potentially exacerbate the
divide between the information haves
and have nots, as those who can afford
this outrageously expensive service may
subscribe," Estrada wrote.
Questia makes it easier to write a

paper by providing tools to prepare the
paper faster. Starting with its 50,000 free
books online, it allows a student to highlight quotes that are useful for a paper
and insert it intq a paper with the click
of one button. The quote is cited and
attributed in the format choosn (such as
MLA). When a student is done researching, it will also create a bibliography with
the click of another button.
Questia's prices may not be outrageous, but they can add up. A one month
subscription is $20 a month. If 10% of
Fairfield's 3000 students bought a one
month subscription sometime during a
school year, that's $6,000 Questia has
made off of students at Fairfield, just one
of many thousands of college campuses
in the country.
Brimberry responded to faculty's
concerns over price by noting their free
searching tool, available to all site visitors. "Questia will list all of the books

in our service as well as the page numbers all for free - you can print it out and
take it to the library to help you locate
those books," she said. This tool was
also provided for librarians who want to
help students find information faster.
Brimberry added that while InterLibrary Loan can take up to three weeks,
Questia's data is accessible immediately
anytime, anywhere.
Dr. Elizabeth Boquet, Director of
the Writing Center, said that there can
be a good use for Questia. "If we're talking to students about Questia as one resource in a pool of resources, it need not
be the only place where students can go."
Boquet commented that "in terms
of critical thinking, students think of it
as how to pull 15 sources together into a
paper." She believes it should be about
preparing "research questions, finding
gaps, and asking yourself where might I
go next?"

"Students are overwhelmed with
information, so they tend to rely on the
one trick that they know," she added.
"It's our job to find out the tricks they
know and determine how we might give
them more."
Through all the discussion on
Questia's pros and cons, it still remains
to be seen whether students will use the
service or continue to do their research
through the library.
"I think it's great for students. It'll
make student life easier. But I think it's
bad because students are not getting as
much information. Personally, for me,
I'd use it," said Dana Tompkins, '04.
Ted Stevens,' 04, said that he might
use it "at a cheaper price, but I think the
price they're charging is a little too expensive, especially with the school library readily available."
For more information about
Questia, visit www.questia.com.
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Monday night aura
FUstudents enjoy mass at Egan Chapel
By Jenn Lacroix
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Whether it's the music, the candles,
the homilies or the handouts, Monday
night mass has become a tradition here
at Fairfield.
For the past thirteen years, Fr. Paul
Carrier, S.J. has been presiding over a
shorter version of the traditional Sunday
mass on Monday nights at 10 p.m. in
the Egan Chapel.
The history of Monday night mass
is quite simple. When Fr. Carrier came
to Fairfield 13-years ago, each chaplain
was assigned a specific night for mass,
and Fr. Carrier was assigned to
Mondays.
So, why do students come? Gina
Cunningham '02, said, "It's more
relaxed than the regular masses."
Jim Britton '02, agrees. "It also
allows me to remove myself from the
stresses of the day and gives me a few
moments to myself."
"I think a lot of students like to start
off their week with mass," Carrier said.
"It allows them to take a break during
the beginning of their busy weeks."

Egan Chapel is the setting of the popular
Monday night mass with Fr. Carrier.
Photo: Frank Washkuch

While it does not fulfill the
traditional Catholic requirement of going
to mass every Sunday, many students
also take advantage of Monday night
mass because it is shorter in length than
the traditional Sunday masses. Monday
night mass usually lasts a half hour to
forty minutes.
But perhaps, what most students
find the best part of the mass is Fr. Carrier
himself. "He makes his homilies easy to

relate to and the topics always seem to
relate to what is going on in my life, that
day," Cunningham said.
The traditional handouts that are
given after each mass were also an
"accident." Years ago, Fr. Carrier would
occasionally pass out a prayer, or
inspirational poem or thought after mass.
Those handouts have since become
the hallmark of Monday night mass.
"Students now expect them each

week. And not only do they expect them,
they expect them to be different each
week, and each year. It puts a lot of
pressure on me!"
Mass was held in the old chapel in
Loyola, until The Egan Chapel was built
in 1990. Since Fr. Carrier began the
mass, the numbers have continued to
grow.
"When I first started Monday Night
mass, there were maybe a dozen people;
now, about 300 students come each
week."
The major themes that Fr. Carrier
tried to convey each week in his
homilies is the theme of God's presence.
"I try and convey the reality of God's
presence in our lives and to remind
students of God's love for us."
"I never miss a week of Monday
night mass," said John Uliano '01, "and
it's because of Father Carrier's homilies.
I really feel like he speaks to me and
his homilies always seem to relate to
what is going on in my life that day."
Britton adds, "You always walk out
of mass in a better mood than when you
walked in. You feel rejuvenated and
ready for the next day."

Crew team conquers competition
Row, row, row your way to success...
Coxswain Dan Stalilonis took
Moran, DeFelice, John Provencher, Jeff
Holland, Joe Fomenko, Eric Benja, Brian
Giblin and Mike Mercado into third
This season, the men's crew team place in the Men's Novice Eight Race.
has launched off its docks with one goal
Finally, McDonald, Marx, Pat
in mind: to win. And so far, they've been Brown and Mike Zerdy of the Men's
getting closer to that goal with every Heavyweight Four beat out some serious
race.
competition to take third place in their
Their first week out, fresh off final.
spring training in Florida, was rocky.
This past weekend, hosting UMass
The men's eight placed fourth at the Amherst, UConn, Iona, Sacred Heart,
Jesuit Invitational,
and
Amherst
competing against 44 =
■ College, it was
schools such as Each of them is dedicated to
hard to keep
Boston College,
Fairfield down.
Loyola College, working hard and being true
Not only did
F o r d h a m athletes.
the
Women's
University, and St.
team
win
every
- Pat Brown '01
Joseph's =^===^^^^=
single race that
University.
they were entered
The next weekend, coxswain Jerry in, but the Men's Team was not far
Ruggieri brought Keith Moran, John behind.
DeFelice, Frank Marx, and Brien
DeFelice, Marx, Brown, Moran,
McDonald into first place, winning the Mercado, Giblin and McDonald of the
Men's Freshman Four-man Race at the Men's Varsity Eight boat claimed first,
Knecht Cup in Camden, NJ.
while the Men's Novice Eight grabbed
The boat went on to place second second place in their race, narrowly
overall in their final later that day.
losing to the University of Connecticut
By Brian Giblin
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Photo: Brian Giblin

by just three seconds.
The Men's Pair, Zerdy and Brown,
finished the day off by claiming first for
Fairfield.
"It's a very talented group of guys,"
said Brown. "Each of us is dedicated to
working hard and being true athletes."
With a very successful weekend, both
teams let their competitors know that
Fairfield is serious.

Both the Men's and Women's teams
will be traveling to URI to race against
them, UMass Amherst and UConn.
Fairfield Crew will be hosting the
MAAC Championships the last
weekend in April, hoping to reclaim first
place for the second year in a row.
Everyone is welcome, so please
come watch and cheer on the Fairfield
Stags.
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Internships make the grade
More opportunities open up for English majors
By Laura Walsh
STAFF WRITER
When Dr. Robert Epstein,
an assistant professor of the
English department, attended
college about 15-years ago, he
felt lucky to have found a
professional experience over
the summer.
Working for the college
newspaper or any other type of
publication was viewed as an
activity, an addition to your
normal course load.
These days, most college
students are searching for
internships that not only offer
them work experience, but also
course credit as well. Gaining
valuable training in a
professional setting is no longer
enough.
i
And as the notion that only
business-oriented students can
obtain internships is being
thrown out the window,
Fairfield is now offering a
variety of job opportunities for
students in the English
department and throughout the
College of Arts & Sciences.
The English internship
coordinator, Dr. Betsy Bowen,
said that the biggest advantage
of being an intern at any type
of
publication,
from
newspapers to television, is that
students can find the field that
suits them best.
"Sometimes students are
introduced to a certain field that
they become very interested in,"
said Bowen. "I have found that
many students find that
television is not for them. It's
extremely demanding and
probably not as glamorous as
they had originally thought."
With Bowen's guidance,
students can chose to work at a
well-known corporation like
CBS News or they could write
for a smaller, low scale
magazine, like Fairfield County
Woman Magazine.
Students interested in news
reporting are offered the
opportunity to intern at the
Connecticut Post.
Those who like to be heard,
rather than read, could submit
their resumes to Katz
Broadcasting, which specializes
in radio.
Troika Magazine, in
particular, has become really
popular among Fairfield
English students. Bowen
described it as The New Yorker,
but geared towards a younger,
more hip generation.
"Troika Magazine is really
distinctive because it publishes
fiction as well as non-fiction
stories," said Bowen.
"Students are also offered
the opportunity to evaluate
manuscripts, write features and
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Magazines sjucfe as Troika offer internships to interested students.
stories from press releases."
Lisa Zaccagnino '02, is
currently involved with News
12 Connecticut, a local news
station located in Norwalk. As
an intern, she is given a great
deal of responsibility.
"I write approximately
three stories for each broadcast,
three for the 5 p.m. show, and
three for the 10 p.m. show," said
Zaccagnino.
"I pull footage, make beat
calls to local police and fire
stations for late breaking news,
and I am able to go out with
reporters. I also do sound bites,
like VO/SOT, where I can ask
an official question off camera,
and then videotape his response,
which can be used on the news."
She feels that her internship
has really helped her apply her
course work to a professional
work setting. Her writing skills
have also improved.
In
addition, working for a small
newspaper has helped her
narrow down her career goals
for the future.
"I think I would rather
work for a news-oriented show,
where I could use my feature
writing
skills,"
said
Zaccagnino. "Now I am writing

only very short pieces and I
think I would enjoy lengthier
stories.
However, interns do not
necessarily have to be involved
with writing or a type of
publication.
Courtney Darts, for
instance, is working for Peter
Martin Associates, a small
public relations firm that
specializes in travel, during the
spring semester of her senior
year.
Performing interesting
tasks, such as writing pitch
letters to promoters, planning
media events, and fact-checking
articlesfor journalists, Darts has
absorbed a great deal about
communication in business, and
about her own work priorities.
"Ultimately, the work
wasn't every rewarding," said
Darts.
"I would prefer a job with
more intangible benefits. But
that in itself, was a big benefit
of the internship, because I had
been considering working in
public relations until this
experience; having the
internship gave me a chance to
sample a career while
simultaneously earning credit,

and that was a fantastic
opportunity."
Zaccagnino and Darts are
two of approximately 20
English interns. All interns
must complete a minimum of
120 hours in order to receive
credit.
According to the policies
and procedures of the internship
program, an on-site supervisor
is responsible for evaluating the
student's performance.
This assessment makes up
half of the student's final grade
for the course; the other half is
comprised of two analytical
papers and weekly emails that
are submitted to Bowen.
However, the English
department isn't alone. The
historydepartment
offers
students a chance to intern at the
Fairfield Historical Society,
Bridgeport Public Library
Historical Collections, and
Archives of the Historical
Society of Greenwich.
Sociology
and
anthropology majors may enter
a Field Work Placement
program and receive course
credit as well.
Communication majors
can work for mass media and

public relations companies.
While many students may
turn to their advisors for
assistance, others seek guidance
from the Career Planning
Center.
Many students who have
received primarily liberal arts
educations
have
been
dissatisfied with the center's
effort to find them internships
or jobs.
But recent events have
suggested that things may be
changing for the better,
however.
"I did just receive a phone
call from someone from the
Career Planning Center who
would like to sit down with me
and try to figure out a way to
build a better program for
English students," said Bowen.
Epstein raised a final point;
he argues that because of
Fairfield's vigorous major
requirements, students who
participate in the internship
programs will find a balance
between an education and a preprofessional experience.
And although he never
received credit for his own
internship, he believes it to be
an excellent opportunity.
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Cheers
to guys who realize they're wrong...to
Sunday afternoon beer pong...to
getting to go home for Easter...to
having enough alcohol this
weekend...to Kerry's bartending
skills...to Da Bears—so what if we
lost 2 times?...to people who
managed to sleep through the fire
alarm...to $4 champagne...to having
a ride to the beach...to weekends that
start on Wednesdays...to boxed
wine...to Liz and Kara blacking
out...to being a blonde...to Old Navy
prices...to finding your contact
lens...to playing card games on the
floor...to 4/20...to late nights in
Jogues...to macaroni and cheese...to
scraping our plates clean at the
diner...to Steph's new bag...to
shants...to our "bud" Mr. Regis...to
the Teen Witch soundtrack...to my
sweetheart...to the L's and the
crew...to Kostka 1 last year & Heaven
is a Place on Earth...to the Group
Home for taking it for the house...to
A.B. for doing 25 on her 21st...to
finding your book...to Emmett
dancing in the hula hoop... to having
enough money, for once...to the
Easter bunny...to 7-11 stops...to
driving freshmen home...to Liz's
entrance...to purple sunglasses...to

dancing and singing loudly on chairs,
and not getting in trouble for it...to not
getting written up...to good hair days...to
nice weather...to people who appreciate
real music...to waking up and doing it
all over again...to meaningful
conversations...to good looking boys
who are also nice...to the Nauti
Dolphin.. .to Like a Prayer.. .to Apartment
208, we're gonna miss you...to Piag and
his crew...to Passover presents...to the
best water fight ever...to wearing no
panties...to afternoon sex...to living at the
beach next year...to egg sammies at the
Country Cow...to the Rock 'N Jock
game...to Cory the security guard, for
being hot...to getting a new car...to the
Felicity party...to Z for winning the Stag
Award...to 400 Nights...to Dairy
Queen...to really good brownies...to
making new friends...to the Yankees
beating the Red Sox 4-3...to da Bears
kickin butt in soccer...to having my hot
guy friend from home visit me...
to
getting to go home soon...to Kostka..to
the dance recital...to Caitlin's belingerant
dance recital behavior...to Fairfield
Security being such an overwhelming
presence at the dance recital (thanks for
keeping us safe)...to the old staff...to that
drunk dude in the madras pants....to the
Smokin Bishop keg race coaches...to
Carolyn the female...to Dianne's shorts
around her ankles...to Michele's quick
keg-tapping...to the return of Missy's
vans (not for long!)...to kudos...to
afternoons at the beach...to activity in the
quad...to frisbees flying towards my
head...to being done with my h
omework...to perfect timing...to getting
mail...to long walks on the beach with
random people...to finishing a roll of
film and not knowing what pictures are
on it...to taco dinners at Barone... to the
new News Editor... to new Mirror fun!
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getting spilled on...to breaking in new
sandals and having blisters from
them...to running out of film...to the
insane amount of work that I have
ahead of me this week...to the cigarette
burn in Julie's sheets...to not getting
enough sleep...to being stuck inside,
doing work, while everyone else
frolics in the quad...to rainy nights...to
the Domino's guy who made us walk
home...to only one more weekend
here...to forced conversations...to
Edie, this means war...to the FU field
to having to wash puke off the sheets...to hockey coach...to not being 21...to
falling drunk face-first into the chair...to parking tickets...to boys that play
getting two whack-job roommates in a games...to roommates that suck...to
row...to the "Barbie & Ken" wannabes pitchers..to people who talk to you
at this school...to being so drunk you pass only when they're drunk...to boys who
out in bed the wrong way...to bleach cheat on their girlfriends...to junior
blondes who are obviously brunettes...to year being over...to having mono...to
letting your friends dye your hair...to end of the year projects... to having
losing your contact lens at the beach...to an annoying roommate...to cops
Craig in townhouse 82...to messy breaking up good parties...to guys who
rooms...to psychos who talk crap about have no game...to getting to drunk off
your friends...to blasting people out of the Bacardi...to being too fat to fit into
your beach house with heat...to that girl summer clothes....to the people talking
who was all strict about the keg-chill out trash to Kevin and Tim on Saturday
babe...to TC people—you know who (THEY ARE TRYING TO HELP
you all are!!...to "the psycho"...to US)... to my poor fact checking...to the
freshmen hitting on my boyfriend...to end of the DeRuccio/Moonan Monday
stupid away messages...to the softball night Mirror parties...to RCA remotes,
team not being in the Mirror, especially what a piece of garbage...to the
since they are having the best season in ELITE...to the Nazi state that will be
Fairfield softball history...to the softball this year's Spam Jam...TO THE FACT
team...to boys who destroy everything THAT NOTRE DAME'S ONE
in your room in drunken frenzies...to fat AWAY GAME AT FAIRFIELD
that won't go away...to fighting with DREW MORE TAILGATERS THAN
ENTIRE
ATHLETIC
friends from home...to the girls across OUR
the hall who never stop screaming, ever... SCHEDULE to Jackie B. throwing me
to meningitis-when can we stop in the sound!...to my face buried in
worrying?...to bruised legs...to running Mark's feet during keg races...to the
out of beer...to $9 .to the long faced girl noises KT was making...to our recycle
who tried to fight us in the bathroom...to bin being stolen again... to the
the snottiest beach house ever... to dumb Attorney who ditched out on taping
people throwing things at the Grape...to Dance Ensemble... to goodbyes!

Boos

This is your LAST CHANCE to submit cheers and boos this year...
send all of your rahs and blahs to mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu today!
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[editorial]

Bringing about
your own demise
Last Saturday afternoon at Lantern Point, more shots were
fired in the battle for student parties at Fairfield Beach. Much louder
however, was the sound of Fairfield students shooting themselves
in the foot.
In a classless and sickening display, numerous students
shouted obscenities and threw objects at FUSA President Kevin
Hayes and RTM Representative Tim Healy, two of the most
respeceted and dedicated student leaders in recent memory, as the
pair tried to disperse some of the crowd.
Worse still were the Fairfield students who sold wristbands
for the event to on-campus underclassmen, a group not invited to
the event, in a pathetic attempt at making money for themselves
by taking advantage of the naivity of others.
Idiocy such as this couldn't have come at a worse time, as a
Bridgeport Superior Court Judge continues to oversee a lawsuit
that may end Clam Jam entirely. As all students are aware of the
case and the need for responsible gatherings at Fairfield Beach to
ensure the continuation of Fairfield's most prized tradition. With
that in mind, The Mirror poses one question to the individuals
guilty for the irresponbsibility showcased this past Saturday: What
were you thinking?
While The Mirror firmly believes that a lawsuit calling for
an injunction to stop Clam Jam is certainly unwarranted, as is the
weekly and deviant videotaping of Fairfield students leaving local business establishments, behavior such as that exibited last
weekend is not only detrimental to the cause of the student body
at large, but exaclty how that group of year-Tound residents depends on you to act to win their case. In other words, the blatant
disrespect of two of the most self-sacrificing Fairfield students
may have been an unfortunate and clear example of the student
body falling into their trap.
Therefore, next time a student leader is seen trying to save a
tradition that all Fairfield students venerate, listen to them because
many students are unfortunately continuing to prove that they are
certainly not capable of saving Clam Jam themselves.
••••••• ••
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" letters to the editor]

Piag addresses student body
To the Editor:
As FUSA President-elect, I
would like to take the time to
thank all of my supporters and
campaign managers. Through
their hard work and dedication,
I was fortunate enough to be
elected. Without these people
and the entire student body, I
would not have been given this
chance, and I am very grateful
to have this opportunity. I wish
my opponent Mike O'Donovan

the best of luck in the future.
I am very excited to work
with the new construction and
the new campus center. These
changes to the Fairfield community are going to play a great
role in the transition to develop
a better overall experience for
the student body. I feel that this
constitution will be an asset to
all students and hope that
throughout my administration
recognizable differences will
be noticed. For any student

wishing to help out throughout
the next year, applications for
FUSA positions will be available in the Campus Center. I
was elected not only as FUSA
President, but as your voice, so
remember my door is always
open for suggestions.

Sincerely,
Joseph Piagentini '02
FUSA President-elect

DeSena presents the defense
To the Editor:
On April 19th, I picked up
a copy of The Mirror. It being
the issue just after the FUSA
elections, I was curious as to
whether or not anybody had
written about it. As I flipped
through the pages, I settled upon
the editorial section. A letter
entitled "Crass Campaigning"
immediately caught my eye, as
I began reading it, I was surprised to see that it was an article about some campaign posters which, if you hadn't guessed
by now, happened to be mine. I
felt thattte letter was both rude
and malicious, and I feel that I
would be remiss if I failed to respond.
In truth, I think it is fine that
some people did not like the tone
of my posters, for it is quite impossible to please everybody, but
please refrain from directing
your frustrated bitterness about
an event that failed worse than
the Titanic at me. I merely
pointed &e finger at something
that failed. That, incidentally, is
what happens when you do
something for the public. Some
people will like it, some will hate
it, and that is normal.
With regards to the posters
that were found offensive and
"ignorant of the facts" you said

that yourself in one aspect of
the letter that FUSA had no
hand in the effort, yet later you
said that they co-sponsored it.
I don't know if anyone else saw
this contradiction but to me it
was pretty blatant. I was attacking programmaing in general, not anything specific. My
point is that if FUSA had any
hand in it, it was their duty to
Ham
Chan- ———--—-———
ft e 1
staff
members to
make
t h e
event
work.
Needless to
say ,
they ^^—^—^—^«s
left <~
you guys out there twisting in
the wind; something that is almost as bad as the level of failure with which Stagstock became more acquainted. I sympathize with you because I
know from experience how
hard it is to get a concert off
the ground.
Why don't you look at the
attendance from this year and
see how you can make it bet-

ter? For your information,
when Guster came and played
Stagstock they were a resounding success. Instead of crying
about the fact that someone actually dared to criticize something that you guys "worked really hard on," why don't you
work even harder to make it better for next year? I've run concerts from the ground up, and
believe me,
■■gggggggMMg;; I sympathize with
you, but if
at first you
don't succeed, look
at your mistakes and
make your
critics eat
their words.
If, on the
„MM^MM. ~ other hand,
you would
rather sit on your thumb and
mope about the past, so be it. I
could care less either way.
However, if you do improve
Stagstock, I would be more than
happy to'join you for Frisbee
and soda out on the quad.

"However, if you do
improve Stagstock, I
would be more than
happy to join you for
Frisbee and soda out
on the quad-'

Sincerely,
Paul DeSena '03

Vote online at www.fairfieldmirror.com
Do von feel confident in
next year's leaders of FUSA?
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FUSA election fair Don't miss out on
a Fairfield tradition

the entire election into question. Keep
in mind that the election process itself
I must say that upon reading last spanned over four weeks, entailing the
week's edition of The Mirror, I was dis- creation of an Election Code to meet the
appointed to read that the accuracy of demands of the new FUSA Constitution,
the FUSA Election was being called into coordinating candidate debates, answering questions, and organizing the actual
question by a student voter.
Election Day arrangeWhile 1 regret
that this particular ^™—^■ ^——— ments. All of these tasks
ff
were aone
done Iin the most
student was unable
TT
■
.,
to vote, I ask that
^VlUg tWO OT three professional manner to
To the Editor:

he consider the ra-

Students turned UWdJ

ensure that a11

candidates

would be treated equally,
tionale used in
turning him away from voting does not thus yielding a fair elecfrom voting. Un- invalidate the aggre- tion. Having two or three
students turned away from
fortunately, his
name had been gate voice of the 1100 voting does not invalidate
the aggregate voice of the
highlighted prior
students who voted.
1100 students who voted.
to him actually
In the future, I gladly
voting, thus indicating to the volunteers that he had al- open to ANY person who wishes to parready voted. While this may have been take in the behind the scenes election proa case of human error, the Election cess to please contact the Election ComCommission can take no chances in al- mission and volunteer his or her time and
lowing any student to place multiple efforts. I am grateful for the time and
votes. I obviously do not call into ques- energy dedicated by those who assisted
tion this student's honesty; however, the Election Commission in running this
consistency is of the utmost importance close election. Let me reassure the stuin running an election that will decide dent body that this election was the
the new representative of the entire stu- epitome of fairness and equity.
dent body.
Additionally, while I understand Sincerely,
the sense of loss this student must have Edward W. Hertwig '02
felt, 1 do not see this as grounds to call Election Commissioner

Can you print that?

To the Editor:
As a senior graduating in less than
a month I have seen many changes occur on campus. Some changes have
been good, the residence halls being
renovated, and the building of apartments. Unfortunately there have been
some negative changes also. The loss
of tradition is something that I am very
disappointed to see.
I came to visit Fairfield University
as a prospective student in April of
1997.1 was here the weekend that tickets went on sale for the Dogwood
Dance. Even as a high school senior I
realized the importance of this dance.
The tickets sales started in the Oak
Room, went out the door, with people
halfway to Gonzaga waiting to purchase

events, not "bashing Stagstock."
I was further confused when Goljan
said Stagstock had nothing to do with
FUSA in the beginning of his letter, but
then stated midway through that the event
was co-sponsored by FUSA. Would that
not qualify as FUSA involvement? I actually attended part of Stagstock - and I
am sorry to say it wasn't all that much
fun. Instead of getting angered at people
merely pointing out a fact, perhaps Goljan
and others who feel slighted by DeSena
should try to make a positive change and
attempt to curb Fairfield U apathy and
program events better.
As a bit of a side note, I was surprised that The Mirror printed Goljan's
letter; I thought personal attacks were not
permitted on the editorial pages.

Sincerely,
Christine Kohlmeyer '01

You can buy tickets in Dolan 310 from 10-2
Tickets are $15 or $25 for both Dogwoods and Ben Harper

Mack & Hayes'
likes and gripes

Thumbs Up... rJm

c

...Thumbs Down

■fp"

To the Editor:

tickets. My freshman year here everyone went to Dogwoods no matter what.
Today, there are very few things that get
people that enthusiastic and excited for.
The Dogwood Dance is a tradition
that has been at Fairfield for many years.
There are so many people that invest a
lot of time and effort into Dogwoods
Weekend to ensure that everyone will
have a good time.
I encourage everyone to buy a ticket
for the dance and concert and enjoy what
is a Fairfield tradition. Because before
you know it, your four years will be up
and you will look back and wonder,
"What will I remember from my years
at Fairfield?"

The Quad

mmmm

a.k.a. Fairfield Country Club.

I am writing in response to Luke
S. Goljah's letter ("Crass Campaigngoodbye.
ing"), printed in the April 19th issue of
m—mmm
The Mirror.
Goljan complained that VP of ProJO£ $OWS.
gramming candidate Paul DeSena's
campaijm fjyers "bashed" Stagstock.
While I agree with his points that it was
hot dog heaven.
admirable of members of the Ham
Channel to give their time and effort and
that student apathy regarding campus
Beach Videotaping $19.95!Operators standing by!
events is a problem, he was directing
his anger and frustration at the wrong
person.
FU Dance Ensemble we're ready for some more.
DeSena's flyers merely pointed out
that virtually no one attended Stagstock
got our minutes worth.
- a statement that Goljan himself and
most of the student body recognize as
being accurate.
Sincerely,
cool Down.
Nowhere on his flyers did DeSena Alison Marshall '04
blame or belittle the HamChanneJ staff.
Immmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmi—
1 cannot presume to say for certain what
diohead: the best
message DeSena's flyers were trying to Editor s Note: The Mirror does not print
convey, but the impression I got was that personal attacks. We felt that it was a
his platform was based on trying to in- critique of a public figure s campaign,
still to be determined.
crease student attendance of campus and therefore was a fair column.

The Weakest Link
Joe Dirt

]

Rawley*s

'

Beetle) uice

Squirt guns

"Pyramid Song" video Radi

Fate of Clam Jam
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What really happens after
hours in The Mirror office?

"Nothing but good clean
fun- honestly, I swear."
Jim Britton '02
Layout Editor

"Thank God I'm not taking
Paul's desk with me to the
campus center next year. *
Frankie "Bossman"
Washkuch '02
Editor-in-Chief

"I always leave with a
smile from ear to ear"
KateMullaney'02

A&E Editor

"Fun and games, fun
and games, and
kudos for everyone!."
AlliMoonan'02
News Editor
,
"Piggybacks, piggybacks, piggybacks!"
Sean Hayes '03
Managing Editor
"It's a really big secret, Maria Deruccio '02
but maybe ifyou join Associate Managing Editor
The Mirror I'll give you a
peek.."
"Oh, you don't
even want to
know."
Stephanie
Sierzputowski
'03
Campus Life
Editor

"I watch.
Ethan Fry'04
Sports Editor

Amy Womack '03
"First, I like to lay out.
Commentary Editor Then, I start working
on the paper."
"Every week, I try
a new drug so the
people here can
see how I react."

"We sit back and
amuse ourselves
with more ■
Jermaine Clark
interviews."

oshO'Connell'04
Graphic Arts Editor

Mike Pignataro '03
Circulation

"Well, let's just
say that since we
have a new staff
we're goingto
have to wait and
see."
Kristen Delaney '02
Media Relations

"These
people are
frickin
weirdos!"

Is there something you are itching to ask the student body?
Share your ideas with us! Email them at www.fairfieldmirror.com.

Heather Spaide
'02
Copy Editor
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100 days: Bush's first; Hayes' and Healy's last
By Sean Hayes
MANAGING EDITOR
Starting back in November, many
of The Mirror s readers have commented
that the pages of "Editorial and Commentary" seem to become more conservative with each passing week. I have
used this page to praise many of George
W. Bush's moves, but only because he
has done such a great job.
So, with great fanfare The Mirror
presents the obligatory look at Bush's
first hundred days, as well as a look at
the last hundred days of
Tim Healy
and Kevin
Hayes.
George
W. Bush has
done a great
job? He most
certainly has.
It has actually
gotten to the
point where it
is somewhat
annoying to George W. supporters that
their ringleader keeps hitting all the right
notes. Let's bullet point this symphony
of success:
-The protracted election was fun.
Americans tuned into MSNBC and
FoxNews in droves, ready to debate anyone who said George W. or Al was trying to steal the election.
-George W. Bush tells the truth.
Statements like this seem so odd,
considering the President of the United

States probably should be trusted. Still,
it's nice to know that the odds are pretty
low that G. W. is going to use a press
conference to blatantly lie to our faces.
Yet because of the duplicity of his
predecessor, many seemed shocked that
Bush would do what he campaigned on.
Gasp inducing, this truth thing.
-George W. Bush is boring.
Has anyone else noticed how Jay
Leno and David Letterman still make
jokes about G. W.'s intelligence? Aside
from the fact that their shows hold fewer
laughs than an episode of That's My.
Bush, it is
mainly because Bush
has
done
nothing to induce a new
line of jokes.
He has not
slipped, he
has not lied
and he has
yet
to
stumble.
-This
administration uses common sense.
Am I the only one who gets the feeling that the White House is no longer
inhabited by a bunch of Ivy Leaguers
who had read The Federalist Papers one
too many times and wished that they
were on The West Wing? Dick Cheney,
Condaleeza Rice, Colin Powell, George
W. himself; they all do what makes sense
to them.
Taxes the highest they' ve been since
World War II? Let's cut them.
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1561 POST RD. rAIRTIlILD. (NEXT TO THE OLD
FAIRFIELD STORE CONSTRUCTION S1TT.)
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10 - 6
254-81487

§
03

Assistant/Technician
For Westport Eye Doctor
This interesting, challenging position provides a unique blend of business and
technical activities. It is an excellent opportunity to translate academic knowledge
into practical, tangible skills. Special training is given in the areas of:
- basic optics (eyeglass lenses and contact lenses)
-ocular anatomy
• physiology-the biology of the eye and related structures
• diseases of the eye and related general health conditions
• ocular medications and contact lens solutions
refractive laser surgery
• psychology of patient management
- business management systems
- computer applications and operations

2
o

i

Call 226-9426 between 9:45 AM. ■ 6:00 P.M. and/ or send your resume to our
office. Our* e-mail address is eyedodglerob.com FAX 226-6230
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*FORK*URBAN OUTf ITTERS*HARVEY'S SEATBELT BAGS*M0Ev

Employment Opportunity
For New Graduates

We seek a reliable, aggressive team member who is personable, self-directed and
well motivated. We ofifer a secure, stable position in a growing practice, a place^
where your intelligence and talents are utilized and appreciated. A full time career
building position for a new graduate.
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Economy slowing down? Let's give current equivalent of Gaza strip to someAmericans more of their money back.
place a little less, well, disputed.
Chinese pilots acting like Maverick
No one listened. Standing in the
and Goose? Let's demand our troops crowd, you could actually hear people
yelling back at Hayes and Healy when
back.
Former president suspiciously par- they spoke.
Common sense. These two are trydoning merit-less individuals? Let's deing to help us. They want Clam Jam
mand an investigation.
Gas prices too high? California and hanging out at the beach to remain
looking like the set of a Flintstone's a staple of Fairfield University life.
It should be noted that our outgomovie? Let's stop being so dependent
ing FUSA and RTM member have abon OPEC for our energy.
Common sense; this is what more solutely no reason to help us. They're
of our leaders need, and George W.'s first gone. They're graduates. Yet they still
do, behundred
cause of
days are
the promshowing us
ise they
why. Inmade to
stead
of
carry out
waxing
their ofrhetoric on
fices to the
a problem,
best
of
fix it.
their abilTurnity.
ing
to
HowKevin
ever, in
Hayes and
their final
Tim Healy,
our outgoing FUSA President and RTM 100 days, Hayes and Healy plodded on;
member, respectively, one can only com- trying to save Fairfield student life for
ment with a sigh that it's a shame not as generations of graduates to come. These
many people use common sense when student leaders have not lied to the stuevaluating what they have tried to do for dents, they have not created problems
the students of Fairfield University in and most importantly they have tried to
use common sense to save Clam Jam .
their last 100 days.
This past Saturday, Hayes and Healy and beach life. Sadly, their pleas often
tried their hardest to move students off fell on deaf ears.
Common sense enacted by Hayes
of Lantern Point, and down to the forgotten path. It didn't happen. It made and Healy. George W. would be proud.
sense: moving a gathering off Fairfield's

Dr. Robert L. Ross
500 Post Road East suite 280
Westport, Conn.
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CLAM JAM 2001 INFORMATION

Don't hurt Clam Jam
To the Editor:
I would just like to take this opportunity to update the student body on
Clam Jam 2001. As of press time, we
are currently in the middle of a court
hearing, which will determine the fate
of Clam Jam. It is my firm belief that
Clam Jam is a safe event that is organized around the utmost attention for security and safety for both students and
residents, which is why I believe that in
the end we will prevail in court.
However, some students, who do
not live at Lantern Point and who were
not invited to Lantern on this past Saturday afternoon, may have jeopardized
Clam Jam. These students were told
ahead of time that their event, in which
they sold wristbands to underclassmen
was not welcomed and not prudent.
However, in the name of making money

for themselves they jeopardized the
long-standing tradition of Clam Jam.
Their actions were selfish as they
showed no regard for the student body,
the court case or the residents of Fairfield Beach, their intent was squarely to
make money off the undergraduate
population and a few good times for
themselves.
Please remember that Clam Jam is
a privilege, not a right so while in attendance please be respectful to the police,
they are there for our safety and the
neighbors as we are guests in their neighborhood. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation.
Sincerely,
TimHealy'01
RTM Representative
and Chief Justice

With this weekend approaching, a
lot of rumors have been floating about
concerning Clam Jam. At this time, we
are still having Clam Jam, this Sunday
at the point and all Fairfield U.
undergrads are invited. However, there
are a few rules that we must all adhere
to and they can be found on the "Clam
Jam Facts" sheet printed in this week's
edition and seen on flyers around campus. Although Clam Jam is neither an
SBRA nor FUSA function, we are taking part to ensure the safety of all whom
attend. We ask that all students act responsibly - DON'T DRINK AND

Limited Access:
Only Fairfield University UNDERGRADS are permitted to the party, providing they have the proper wristbands and identification (Student ID's)
Only 1 guest is permitted per student - (remember,
your guest will be registered under your name and
YOU are responsible for their actions!)
Wristbands:
All people going to the event must purchase a public
safety wristband this Thursday and Friday for $5.
All students can purchase wristbands outside the mail
trailer from 10:00 am - 5:00pm ON BOTH DAYS!
*You must buy wristband for your guest at this time.
* Wristbands will not be sold on the day of Clam Jam.
Entrances:
Will only be on the 1st and 2nd paths.

Follow the rules!
To the Editor:

CLAM JAM FACTS

DRIVE, purchase your Clam Jam wristband either Thursday or Friday in front
of the mail trailer for $5 between 10 &
5, and around 5:00 p.m. on Sunday begin to disperse from the point. This has
been a tradition at Fairfield for a long
time and we know that the student body
would like to keep it that way. All we
are asking you to do is enjoy yourself in
a responsible manner. We hope you enjoy the weekend.
Sincerely,
Joe Piagentini, FUSA President
Amanda Betz, SBRA President

SIGN ON TO FAIRFIELDS
PAPERLESS NEWSPAPER

www.f airfield mi rror.com I

Log on!f

Parking and Driving:
Parking will be limited to Penfield Pavillion and Veterans Park. We encourage all students to use Fairfield
Cab (255-5797) on the way down to the beach and use
the University buses to get home. There will be a designated spot across from the point for pick ups - no
students found walking up the block to avoid lines will
be picked up. All streets will be closed down for parking - YOU WILL GET TOWED!!!!
Bags:
Book bags and large purses ARE NOT ALLOWED in
Beer Distribution:
Will be monitored, only those wearing 21+ wristbands
will be allowed in the beer garden. 21+ wristbands will
be given out at the entrance the day of the event with
two forms of ID required.
Police:
Police will be monitoring all entrances, the beer garden
and manning DWI check points, and they're to ensure
our safety.
*At 4:45, an announcement will be made to start
evacuating the point. At 5:00 the Police will shut everything down so please be cooperative. Thank you,
enjoy the day!

i HEsaU
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Nick and Jen go head to head one final time.
They will return next week.
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ntertainment
The
Mirror's
Kristen
Delaney
scores an
exclusive
interview
with Ben
Harper
Photo credit: www.yahoo.com

Dean Butterworth on drums and David
Leach on percussion
Perhaps the album which exposes
the most influences and styles is Harper's
"Burn To Shine," featuring the radio
friendly "Steal My Kisses" and cracking into the mainstream music scene.
While this song provides an upbeat
rhythm commencing with a human
beatbox and catchy melody and lyrics,
its distinctive sound stands apart like the
other songs on the album. From his al-

could almost be from different albums
instead of one cohesive whole.
Like the different songs on the
record, fan base has "gone in all direcOne song contains hard-edged elections: black, white, young, old," Harper
tric guitars, reminiscent of Jimi Hendrix.
said, partially due to the success of this
The next begins with the grainy distant
album. "It's a healthy expansion," he
sound of an old worn phonograph, and
said.
the bluesy muted trumpet and clarinet.
However, it is not only the success
Yet another brings forth the single melof this album that gathered more notoriancholy voice, making the heart felt
ety for Harper. He and the Innocent
Criminals are known for their live shows,
emotion almost palpable.
and a major factor in spreadAll are products of Ben
ing his music is through word
Harper, a musician whose musiof mouth, which "is the stroncal style and sound is hard to catgest tool to spread what we
egorize into one particular genre,
do,"
Harper said.
and who will be playing Alumni
"No song is ever played
Hall this Saturday.
the same twice," said Harper.
Influenced by the folk,
Because of the spontaneity of
blues and reggae he listened to
different concert days, the
as a child, his musical style ensongs are different by nature,
compasses these elements as
Harper said, and "by the improwell as others, such as rock and
visation
that
occurs
funk.
instinctually," on stage with the
While Harper has been
band.
playing gigs since the age of 16,
Capturing the strength of
he began producing albums on
their
live shows, Harper has rethe major record label, Virgin
*
*<!,'
leased
a live album entitled
Records in 1993. His first solo
**mt*
Live
from
Mars, packaging
record on the label was "Wel>~
I
songs
from
the
preceding tour
come to the Cruel World," and
year into a double-CD. Howhe has put forth four other al^■j^RtHtXjWiOt]
LK".' '-*f\ *} jK^'i* i*§4
ever, no more than two songs
bums since with the most recent
Ben Harper is a hungry boy!
on the album are from the same
live double album, "Live from
show.
Mars" released about a month
"It wasn't on purpose," said Harper.
most tearful voice and disheartened piago.
Advancing from his solo days in the ano and violins on "Beloved One" to the "We were searching for the strongest
early 90s, Harper has joined with the In- classic rock sounding "Burn to Shine", songs, regardless if they were from the
nocent Criminals, Juan Nelson on bass, they are each extremely different and same show." Harper said the band is in
By Kristen Delaney
MEDIA RELATIONS

J)
f

a different city each night, so by including songs on the album from various
shows and cities, the band was "trying
to bring the fans out on the road with
us," through the live album.
Harper has toured with Dave
Matthews, Radiohead, REM, and the
Fugees, among other artists. He has
worked with John Lee Hooker, and Beth
Orton. He has headlined shows in
France and Italy, as well as an upcoming show in Japan.
While Harper does headline his own
major venues, he enjoys playing to the
college audience. "The college age is
possibly the most formative age of one's
life, especially musically," he said.
"That's when you decide what music is
yours for life, what music is going to
mean to you for a long time. It's a really
exciting age ... and I love it."
With last semester's Harvest weekend being concert-less, and last year's
May Day being a flop, there are high
hopes for Harper's performance nonetheless. Due to his signature use of a lap
slide guitar, Harper spends much of the
show sitting down.
Freshman Will Kroll said he saw
Harper open six times for Dave
Matthews Band last semester, and is
hoping Harper will be more impressive
as a headliner.
"I like a few of his songs so I am
looking forward to seeing him play with
more time to get into his show," he said.
And, while Kroll does attend many concerts off campus, he thinks "it would be
cool to see a show like this on campus."
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Ms. Jones in love

A&E

Renee Zellwegerfinds success as the romantic leading lady
Kate Mullaney
A&E EDITOR
In order to get the titular role of
Bridget Jones, Renee Zellweger had an
up hill battle.
First she had to get past an angry
England, disgusted that their beloved
Bridget was going to be played by the
petite Zellweger, with her thick Texan
drawl.
Then, she had to do the most unacceptable thing an actress can do in Hollywood: she had to gain 20 pounds. In
a town where a size four is mocked,
Zellweger handled the mission with a
minimum of complaint.
Of course she was made to feel so
bad about herself afterward (Harper's
Bazaar pulled a cover photo of her because of her weight), that she has
dropped all of the weight and then some.
She now looks like her sickly emaciated
self again. Thank goodness.
The outcome is a pitch perfect performance. After an initial feeling of
shock at the accent, you are won over
by the opening credits. Zellweger brings
to life a character meant to be every
woman, with all the emotion required.
She is the model of a woman raised on
pop culture, fashion magazines and selfhelp books. And Zellweger, for the first
time in her career, looks like she is at a
healthy weight.
Zellweger completely embodies
Bridget, and all of the idiosyncrasies and
obsessions that make her so lovable. In
addition, the casting of Hugh Grant as
the lecherous — but lovable — Daniel,

Photo Credit: www.bridgetjonesdiary.msn.com

Bridget Jones (Renee Zellweger) on her first day of work.,

with her work, her love life, her weight,
and her addictions to alcohol and cigarettes. And like all New Year's resolutions, she knows that if she could just
stick to them, she would be perfect.
The film perfectly captures all of the embarrassing
moments of life. We experience these both cringingly
and sympathetically along
with
Bridget,
Fa
knowing
the unavoidabilFait
Mi
ity
of
them.
After
a couple of
missteps,
things
start to
come
Bridget's
way. Her
boss, the
irresistible
Grant, has
taken notice of her.
While it is
not a good
relationPhoto credi: www.bridgetjonesdiary.
ship, she,
Bridget shouldn't go down Daniel's bunny trail.
and we, do enjoy it.
Throughout, Bridget is
on
a
journey
to
find
happiness with herand of Colin Firth as the stiff— but per- in a "Sex and the City" world.
self.
However,
given
the romantic comfect — Mark Darcy was inspired.
Bridget, for those who do not know,
edy
genre,
no
true
happiness
can come
The casting of Firth has several lay- is a typical thirtysomething 'singleton'
ers to it. In the book, Bridget not only in London. She finds, after another di- without the perfect man. Mark comes
discussed loving the actor Firth, and his sastrous New Year's, that she is unhappy back along, revealing a cheeky smile uncharacter Mr. Darcy in the BBC version
of "Pride and Prejudice," but the character Mark Darcy is based on Jane
Austen's Mr. Darcy. It's all quite fitting
as "Bridget Jones's Diary" is Jane Austen

der the dry exterior. And after all, he
likes her "just the way you are."
The movie cuts out much of Helen
Fielding's book, but manages to hilariously punch all of the highlights. Even
knowing how it would turn out, although
the ending had to be completely rewritten, due to an omission of one of the key
subplots of the book, I had to catch my
breath worrying that something else
would go
wrong for
Bridget.
The
direction
by Sharon
Maguire
(Helen
Fielding's
friend and
the model
for
the
character
Shazzer), is
somewhat
choppy, but
not that noticeable if
you
become engrossed.
The
screenplay
comes
from Fielding and the writers of "Four
Weddings and a Funeral" and "Notting
Hill," who have given Hugh Grant his
best roles. Although it is a standard romantic comedy, they manage to inject
their own wit and twists and turns, stirring originality into the genre.

W$k Facts

Grade: /& +

Movie: Bridget
Jones's Diary
Starring:
Renee Zellweger,
Hugh Grant,
Colin Firth
Director: Sharon
Maguire
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Radiohead's "Amnesiac": "Kid A" all grown up
Sean Hayes
MANAGING EDITOR
One of the many perks of working on The
Mirror is the free CDs, yet it's not so often
that record companies will actually entrust our
impressionable minds with promos of upcoming albums. However, thanks to the wonders
of the Intepet, not to mention that this band
abstains from Metallica-like belly aching,
Radiohead's new album, "Amnesiac," is now
available for listening.
And how great is this? The band that
took three years to return to the scene after "Ok
Computer," follows up "Kid A" less than a year
later. Following in the footsteps of "Kid A,"
"Amnesiac" is the next step forward; all grown
up, if you will. So, here's the track-by-track
breakdown:
1) Packt like sardines in a crushd tin box
A funky Trifecta of "Stomp", "Idioteque,"
and lyrics only Radiohead could come up with,
it seems like the band is letting out all the pent
up aggression that accumulated throughout
"Kid A." An excellent cut that leaves you
wondering what they're going to do next.
2) Pyramid song
Outstanding. The band's guitar wizard
Johnny Greenwood recently said that he believes the song to be one of their best. He's
right. Like "Planet Telex," "Big Ideas," "True
Love Waits" and "Karma Police" ivory sounds
bring Radiohead to another level. Don't miss
it.
3) Pull/Pulk revolving doors
A slamming bass loop repeats over and
over as Yorke's voice sounds like it's been put
in a blender. Cool stuff.
4) You and whose army?
My favorite song on the album. A slow guitar cord

scared," one can only think: this is the best
band in the world.
5) I might be wrong
Ah, the return of the rock. Power chords
repeat over the track, which is reminiscent of
"Electioneering" and "In Limbo," but better
than both combined.
6) Knives Out
Easily the most mainstream song on the
album, and the guitar playing is fantastic.
Yorke has routinely said on tour that this song
is "about cannibalism." Mainstream indeed.
7) Amnesiac/morning bell
Radiohead doing a remix? Yup. This
song is hardly recognizable from the one that
appeared on "Kid A" (known then as simply
"Morning Bell"), and I'm still not sure which
one I like better. Still, at least this "remix"
actually changes the song, rather than laying
a heavy bass line behind some crappy Sisqo'
lyrics.
8) Dollars and cents
For some odd reason, this song reminds
me of something that Air might perform.
There is a very spacey and light flavor to this,
and its good.
9) Hunting bears
I agree with early reviews that say this
sounds like a guitar warm up. Yet, its damn
cool to listen to, and this minute plus experiment is still better than any rap or DMB song.
10) Like spinning plates
Strangely operatic. A great song that
takes Yorke close to the direction of his chum,
Bjork. Interestingly hypnotic.
11) Life in a glass house
Photo credit: www.rollinstone.com
This song ties "Pyramid song" for
leads the song to the 1 min 30 second mark before number two in my book. A jazz quartet jams out like
drums and a piano rip the chorus into another dimen- no other when the chorus kicks in, and it results in one
sion. As Yorke wails, "You want to know? I'm so of the most amazing Radiohead songs in ages.

pre pencils anymore.

mail your
stories!
Send your stories for any
section to the Mirror's
E-mail address:
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If you still prefer paper,
drop your story off in
Box AA in the mail room.
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SPORTS

This week in sports...
Men's Lacrosse

Men's Tennis

6-6 Overall, 2-2 Conference

Finished sixth in the MAAC tournament

The Stags dropped a tough 12-5 decision to # 5 Notre Dame Sunday, and will play away at Penn State Saturday. Freshman Troy
Bamann scored six goals and had three assists to earn the Great
Western Lacrosse League's player of the week award.

Men's Tennis lost to St. Peter's 7-0 in the quarterfinals of the
MAAC tournament. They then defeated Siena 4-2 and lost to
Niagara to finish sixth in the MAAC tournament in Fishkill, NY.

Softball

Baseball
14-21 Overall, 11-7 Conference

Fairfield won its six straight game to go undefeated in their recent
homestand, and will play St. Peter's today. Freshman Missy
MacDonald (right) hit .500 on the week to win the MAAC's Rookie
of the Week Award. Fore more, see "Top Guns" on p. 24.

Fairfield swept St. Peter's in a three game series last weekend
before losing to UConn 11-10. The Stags will play Niagara in a
three game set over the weekend at Harbor Yard in Bridgeport.
Please see "Within their grasp" on p. 22 for more.

Women's Tennis
Finished eighth in the MAAC tournament
The seventh seeded women's tennis team defeated tenth ranked
Canisius in the first round of the MAAC tournament 6-1 before
losing their next three matches to Manhattan, Sienaand Marist to
finish eighth in the tournament.

For more on Fairfield sports,
visit www.fairfieldstags.com
■ The
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The Mirror is looking to fill the following staff
positions for the 2001-2002 academic year:

eJ^jfe
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B

Service*

wants YOU!

vD

ONLINE EDITOR
The online editor maintains our website and works with the
staff to provide content, both original and from print.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Our photography staff provides the eyes of the paper by
illustrating the articles that our staff writes each week.

STAEF WRITER
A staff writer writes a weekly article for the newspaper,
continuing the Mirror's commitment to quality reporting.

To apply, call Frank Washkuch at x6600 or
x6244 or attend the next Mirror meeting this
Thursday at 6 PM in Kostka's basement.

SPORTS
Softball on a roll
continued from p. 24
In the second game, Urban and
Santos combined to give up only seven
hits and one run, as Urban won and
Santos picked up her first save in relief.
Fairfield next played Manhattan College. In the first game, Santos was again
dominant, scattering six hits over seven
innings without giving up only one run.
The Stags trailed by one run going
into the bottom of the seventh inning,
but evened the score when Karen
Kennedy tripled, scoring Laura
Sandonato. Kennedy then scored the
winning run when Megan Miller hit a
grounder to second base.
The win made Santos the first ever
20 game winner in Fairfield history,
striking out seven batters in the process.
In the second game, Urban had a nohitter until the fourth inning and ended
the game with only three hits and no
runs.
Missy MacDonald scored on a bases
loaded walk in the third inning, and
scored two more in the fifth on a hit from
Sandonato.
On Tuesday, Fairfield travelled to
Rhode Island to play a doubleheader
against Brown University.
In the first game, Fairfield snapped
their six game winning streak by being
shut out 3-0.
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Tennis teams
wrap up season
By Mike Pignataro
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Photo: Sports Info

Sophomore pitcher
Christy Urban is currently
undefeated, with a record
of 4-0 on the season.

The men's and women's tennis
teams completed their season this past
weekend at the MAAC Tournament in
Fishkill, New York.
The men's team finished sixth,
while the women came out eighth.
The men's team was defeated in the
first round by a tough St. Peter's squad,
7-0. The Stags then faced Siena in the
consolation round, defeating the Saints,
4-2.
Senior Jarrett Bas^dow got the
Stags started with a big win at first
singles. JoeFennell, Colin Torrance and

Mike Pignataro then added Fairfield's
next three singles points.
After the lady Stags defeated
Canisius in the play-in round, the young
Fairfield team lost tough decisions to
Manhattan, Siena and Marist.
Both the men's and women's team
struggled through a "rebuilding" year, but
the young players on both teams gained
experience to carry with them to next
year.
The Stags are confident that next
year will be different. Sophomore Sean
Tompkins said, "We experienced some
difficult setbacks this year, but next year
we will bounce back from this year's
mistakes."

However, in the second game, Fairfield earned a series split by winning 63.
Melissa Beemer yielded eight hits
and struck out three for the win, and
Heather Yarashas came on in the seventh
inning for her first save of the season.
Photo: Sports Info

The men's and women's tennis teams
finished their seasons at the MAAC
tournament last weekend in NY.
Photo: Sports Info

FAIRFIELD POLICE
STUDENT SPECIALS
CALL:

256-1877

NEW LATE
NIGHT
HOURS!

Bur ONE URGE 2 URGE CHEESE

THURS: 11 - 1AM
FRI: 11 - 2AM
SAT: 11- 2AM
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CLAM JAM BULLETIN
Sundav, April 29, some streets will be marked
"NO PARKING., TOW AWAY" zones due to
Clam Jam. The signs will be posted on Saturday,
April 28 in preparation of the event.
Any vehicles parked in the designated tow
zone areas after 6 AM April 29 will be towed
at the owner's expense.

TOWZDNE STREETS

Addilionalloppinfls $1.50

Reef Road, Rowland Road, Penfield Road,
One Rod Highway, Lalley Blvd, Edward St,
Portions of Fairfield Beach Road
PASJJ

AND

Dims

air Af REE

HOVStSAlAd

lA3gE SJ|D,

GEj**iiiE
GARUC BREAD

Buy?lARGE CHE
GWZAS

AND JJ>5(M)A FOR
<33P

$6.00
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Additional Toppingly75 (ten.

Filrlkld Unlvrtlty Studtnti Only. Mty wot it comblntd with othr olfart.

At the commencement of Gam Jam, 9 AM
on April 29, streets leading from the beach
area will be one-way to the Post road. Only
residents and people parking at the Penfield
and Veteran's lots will be permitted to go
south into the beach area.
All streets in the beach area will be strictly
enforced for parking violations. All alcohol
related laws, including the open container
ordinance and possession of alcohol by
minors, will be strictly enforced

APML
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Within their grasp
By Mike Pignataro
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Behind the standout pitching performances from seniors Ryan Holsten and
Steve Colcord, the Fairfield baseball
team swept a three-game series from
dismal St. Peter's last weekend. The
Stags improve to 14-21 overall, and 117 in the MAAC.
Holsten gave up two runs on four hits
in the Stags' pounding of the Peacocks,
10-2, on Saturday. Holsten improved
to 4-3 on the season, and lowered his
team-best ERA to 1.84. Colcord evened
his season record at 4-4 with a one-hit
shutout of St. Peter's in game two.
"Holsten and Colcord have been
great for us," said junior out-fielder, Jon
Novalis. "All four years they have been
the base of our pitching staff."
Both Holsten and Colcord have solidified themselves as the Stags' top two
starters in the rotation this year. Holsten
has only given up an astonishing 11
earned runs in over 52 innings on the
mound this season. Colcord has relied
on his control, surrendering just seven
walks while striking out 44 opposing
batters.
"It's been a team effort," said
Holsten. "The pitchers have kept the
score down, while the hitters have put
up a lot of runs."
On Sunday, the Stags put up 19 runs
in a 24-hit assault against the Peacocks.
Fairfield struck four homeruns, two

triples, and five doubles, including a 12run fourth inning barrage to put the game
out of reach.
Matt Ciardelli pounded two two-run
homeruns, while finishing 5-6 with five
RBI on the day. Novalis added to the
Fairfield offense with a double and a
homerun, and three RBI.
"We got off to a rocky start this season," said Novalis, "but everything is
really starting to click for us towards the
end of the season."
Fairfield goes for their fourth straight
series win this weekend when they host
Niagara in a battle for MAAC playoff
positioning. With only the top four teams
in the conference eligible for post-season play, the fifth-ranked Stags need a
series win against the third-ranked
Eagles to help their tournament chances.
"If we play like we did last weekend,"
said Holsten, "we should win the series."
After this weekend, the Stags will
continue to face MAAC playoff contenders, with series against Rider and
LeMoyne.
"We feel pretty confident on our tournament chances," said Novalis. "We
know it's in our hands."
Fairfield hosts Niagara in their last
home stand of the year for a big three
game series this weekend at Harbor Yard
Ballpark in Bridgeport. The Stags will
play a double-header on Saturday, starting at noon, and a single game on Sunday, also at noon.

|©3f*n

Don't just hit the beach, hit the books this summer and you'll be on your
way to an easier fall semester, an early graduation, or a head start on your
graduate degree! Enroll in one or both of Pace University's summer sessions. Undergraduate
courses are available in the Arts, Business, Computer Science, Education, Information
Systems.Liberal Arts, Nursing and Sciences. Graduate courses are available in Business,
Computer Science, Counseling, Education, Environmental Science, Information Systems,
Nursing, Public Administration, Publishing and Telecommunications. And four-, six-, eight
and twelve-week sessions allow for plenty of summertime living.
IJVG

Summer session students
enrolled in at least 6 credits may
live on either the New York City (downtown)
or Pleasantville campuses for only $85 a
week. Amazing when you consider all you'll
be close to...the South Street Seaport,
Greenwich Village, Little Italy, Chinatown and
Central Park. Not the city type? Then consider our Pleasantville campus, where you'll find
swimming, jogging and tennis facilities.

|*0 Q15X6 r Don't procrastinate I
~
Spaces are filling up
quickly. Register today in order to make the
most of your summer. For more information,
call 212-346-1927 or 914-773-3700, ext.
3096, visit us at www.pace.edu or e-mail
infoctn@pace.edu
(include ext. 3096
in your e-mail).
UNIVERSITY

I PLEASE SEND ME A PACE SUMMER CLASS SCHEDULE
Name

W !nntjnr»l)

' ^(mra*"^
I Dty/Stttyrip;
!

Arpa n( mlpn^l

i location:

□ New York City Downtown Campus
D New Ycrt City Midtawn Campus

i J Graduate programs
! Mail coupon to:
i 0rl.cs.mil. to

Q Undergraduate programs

Photo: Sports Info

The Mirror needs
writers to cover
intramural sports.

If you're interested,
RA6E call Ethan at x6600 or
write an email to
mirrort^airlfairfieldedu

Summer Session I begins June 4, 2001
Summer Session il begins July 16, 2001
I

Junior first baseman Ryan
Bittner swings away.

O VVestchester Pleasanttille Carpus
□ Wesicnester White Plains Campus

PA6E

Q I'm interested in living on campus

Pace Un«tsi^Adrrass«inlnfomarion Center • 1 ParePtoNewYort;NY1DC33
212-346-1821

3096
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The FWF is here to stay
By Steve Ziomek
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The cracking of plastic chairs, the
sting of cookie sheets, and the sight
of thin lumber being wheeled through
the air.
Many people might call such a scene
pure mayhem, but Rob Rocco and Jim
Finnegan assure
everyone that it
is simply the taping of another
episode of the
FWF, the Fairfield Wrestling
Federation.
"We thought
it would be en- mmm^^mmammmmmm
tertaining to
have a show that's a spoof on the WWF
but our friends would find amusing,"
said Rocco, one producer of the FWF
on The Ham Channel.
What started as a benevolent feud
between two friends eventually spilled
over into a television show consisting
of a wide variety of Fairfield University student wrestling personalities.
"Jim and I built up this grand feud
between each other and it ended up
developing into a show," added Rocco.
"There are few shows on the Ham
Channel where people can sit around
and watch other students get beat
up,"said Finnegan, the show's other pro-

ducer, who is also known on-air as
"Hardcore Jim Finnegan." "We put our
bodies on the line and it's a good time."
Although the use of props such as ladders and plastic chairs may seem over the
edge and dangerous, it's all just goodnatured competition.
"We do actually hit each other with
the props, but it doesn't hurt much and it
makes a good
^^^^^^^^^^^^ sound," said
Rocco.
"We
don't want to kill
each other but
we do want to
make it look brutal."
Besides the
taste of violence
and raw action,
some participants derive
other benefits from the FWF.
"It's a funny and entertaining show,
and I've always wanted to wrestle in
an actual league and on television," said
the current FWF Champion, Colin Davis.
"Never in a million years did I think I
would be on a wrestling show," said
Ross Ajemian, who wrestles under the
pseudonym "Kid Dynasty". "I love the
publicity and it's the next best thing to
the WWF that can't be bought by
Vince McMahon."
Ajemian couldn't resist taking a verbal jab at one of his opponents. "I

"We don't want to
kill each other, but we
do want to make it look
brutal." -Rob Rocco

Come watch your favorite FWF stars in action
this Saturday, 1 PM
at Alumni Field!

think Kid Dynasty is the
reason everyone watches
and having me
fi^Lr"
■*" /i
on the show is
a nice way of
getting girls to
watch."
Ed Mintzer,
who wrestles
as Ed Weiser,
■ * -. U
chose to give
credit to others.
"Rob
Rocco is the
Who will bring home the belt?
reason this
show is so good," he said.
One regular viewer, junior Tony
DelMonico agreed, "Rob Rocco is
someone who was born to entertain and
it really shows on the FWF."
The FWF uses one referee, usually
Ham Channel member Pat Camden or a
guest appearance by anyone that may be
interested. Along with the thundering
of each wrestler's personal theme song,
a home made, hand-crafted ring adds
novelty to the show.
One recent audience member, junior
John Skinner, said it is easy to tell why
the show is so engaging, "What is better
than watching four or five guys
pummel each other and not have it be
relatively fake like the WWF?"

*^r^*
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Photo: FWF

For some of the
FWF's young stars,
professional wrestling
is undoubtedly their
more information on
the FWF, visit their
web site at:
www.geocities.com/
isle316/FWF.html

5 ways to
spend your

at Fah fieldUniversity

FWF Title:
The Badd Dawg Colin Davis
vs. Funky Chunk
Hardcore Title:
Hardcore Jim Finnegan
vs. The Enforcer

I

7 June Session I June 4-29
0

3 July Session/July 2-27
A*

Triple Threat:
Kid Dynasty
vs. Rob Rocco vs. The Don
8 Man Tag for the FWF Title: Hardcore
Jim, Kid Dynasty, FunkyChunk VS. Badd;
Dawg, Rob Rocco, The Enforcer,
& Edweiswer

Pre-Session/May 23-30

A June-July 8-week Session
\

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
SckxJ o/ Continuing Education
RiirfleLi, Cotmectiait

Post-Session I August 1-7

Contact us toll-free
at 866-FFD-UNIV, or
www.fairfield.edu/sce.
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j Ladies lax confident going

rianCS ClOWn intoMAAC tournament
By Mike Pignataro
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Although last year's aspirations of
winning the MAAC Tournament fell
short in the championship game, the
women's lacrosse team is sure the
MAAC title will be theirs for the second time in three years after this weekend.
"We should hands down win the
MAAC's," said junior attacker Calista
Corley.
Fairfield will host the season-ending
tournament this weekend at University
Field. The Stags have received the topseed in the tournament, after finishing
the regular season with a perfect 6-0 conference record.
Fairfield looks to avenge last year's
loss in the title-game to Manhattan when
they face the Jaspers in the opening
round on Saturday. LeMoyne and Marist
round out the four team draw, receiving
the two and three seeds, respectively.
The Stags have combined to outscore
each of these squads 53-26, in their regular season encounters.
"We've got a good core group," said
head coach, Melissa Michels, "and a lot
of freshmen that have stepped up."
Michels continued, "The home field is a
huge advantage for us, it's just another
thing for us to get more excited about."
Corley added, "Although its Clam

Jam weekend,. I hope people come out
and support us."
The Stags clinched the regular season title by pummeling second ranked
LeMoyne 22-12 last Saturday. Lauren
Uhr torched the Dolphins for seven goals
to lead the Stags scoring attack. Colleen Cunningham added four goals and
three assists, while Kathleen Crane denied seven LeMoyne shots in the Fairfield win.
"Any team can-upset anyone," said
Michels. "But if we play like we're capable, there's no doubt that we will win.
The girls are very ready and fired up."
After completely dominating the
MAAC regular season, Fairfield's sights
of a second conference tournament title
look bright. The Stags face the Jaspers
Saturday morning at 11, with the championship game on Sunday at 1.
"I hope we are going to win," said
co-captain, Shannon Moran, "we've
beaten all the teams in our conference. I
am expecting us to win."

Senior co-captain Colleen
Cunningham in action last
week. Colleen and the rest of
the Stags will host the MAAC
tournament this weekend at
University Field.
Photo: Sports Info

Top guns
Ethan Fry
SPORTS EDITOR
Melissa Santos won her third straight
MAAC pitcher of the week award as the
Fairfield softball team went undefeated
on their recent six game homestand.
Santos and Christy Urban were both
3-0 in doubleheaders against St. Francis,
Iona, and Manhattan.
In the six games, Fairfield scored 21
runs and held their opponents to just
three behind the two sophomore hurlers.

Sophomore pitcher
Melissa Santos went 3-0
on Fairfield's recent
homestsand, giving up only
two runs in her
three starts. Fairfield faces St,
Peter's in a doubleheader
today at the Softball field.

Photo: Sports Info

In their first doubleheader against St.
Francis, the Stags won 2-0 and 8-0. In
the first game, Santos retired the first 14
batters she faced en route to a one-hit
shutout. Ellen Sarosy scored both of
Fairfield's runs in the first game, scoring on a Karen Kennedy double in the
third and on a wild pitch in the fifth.
By the end of the game, Santos had
recorded 12 strikeouts to bring her
single-season strikeout total to 207,
breaking her old record of 205 set last
season.
In the second game, Urban tossed a
four-hit complete game and struck out a
personal best eight batters. Diana Fasano
hit a two-run double in the second inning to give the Stags all the runs they
needed, but scored five insurance runs
in the third inning off of hits from Megan
Miller and Maria DiPalato.
In their next doubleheader against
Iona, Fairfield completed a sweep the
Gaels for their thirtieth win of the season, breaking their record for wins in a
season originally set in 1997 and tied in
1998.
In the first game, Iona scored off of
Santos in the first inning but was solid
throughout the rest of the game, comSee "SOFTBALL" on p. 21

